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THE SELF-JEOPARDIZING OF HUMAN
SOCIETIES AND WHITEHEAD'S
CONCEPTION OF PEACE
MICHAEL WELKER
Universitat Munster

the fundamental insights of human civilization
that not only individuals are open to injury, are in principle
frail and finite, but also that societies and cultures as well are
chronically endangered and can pass away. 1 Moreover, the apprehension of both the manner in which human societies are
endangered and the manner in which they are threatened with
passing away has remained amazingly constant for thousands
of years.
Societies and cultures are seen as endangered by: ( 1) physically violent encroachments of other societies and cultures
(above all, war); (2) the physically violent intervention of natural factors (epidemic sicknesses, natural disasters); factors
which bring with them a temporary or enduring erosion of the
natural surroundings, with the resultant drying up of the food
and energy supply (starvation and vanishing resources). One
needs only to open the Old Testament and a daily newspaper
in order to persuade oneself of the continuity in the apprehension of the fundamental forms of jeopardy in which human societies find themselves.
It is astonishing how clearly the basic structures in the perception of how societies are endangered have maintained
themselves over the millennia. This does not take into account,
of course, the enormous quantitative and qualitative shifts of
the dangers in question. The fundamental perception of how
societies are endangered and the way of reacting to such danger remain amazingly constant, whether it be a question of new
Assyrian war chariots or of the nuclear arms race, whether it be
a question of fear of the plague or fear of AIDS, whether it be a
JT BELONGS TO
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question of the threatening locust plague and drought or of
soil erosion, vanishing natural resources of energy, water, and
fish, air pollution, and the death of forests. In the midst of the
quantitative and qualitative incommensurabilities of these dangers, one perspective remains constant. In each case, a danger
is at issue which threatens the continued physical existence, the
physical survival of many human beings, and consequently calls
into question the continued existence of societies and cultures.
This set of facts makes the dangers named above impressive,
easily pictured in the mind's eye, and resistant to being relativized. Moreover, those dangers have the following in common:
at least in the traditions of Western thought, they readily admit
of being seen and represented as coming upon human beings,
upon human societies and cultures, from the outside. "The enemy" comes from the outside; we therefore post sentries and
cannons on the towers or send defensive missiles to meet him.
The plague or AIDS comes from the outside; we therefore isolate the sick in settlements outside the city or, as the case may
be, avoid not only sexual, but also other contact with high-risk
groups. The jeopardizing of our food and energy resources
comes from the outside. We therefore not only employ shepherds and scarecrows, but also chemicals to drive back the
plague of insects, and we engage in protest against those who
cause acid rain.
Paired with these common and simple notions of dangerous
situations are the corresponding notions of how to ward off the
danger. The measures taken-drawing
boundaries, establishing dividing lines, utilizing deterrents, distancing, erecting barriers-are as impressive as they are simple. They are the first,
simple, basic reactions with regard to the elementary dangers
which jeopardize human societies: dangers which are conceived as mediatedin a primarilyphysicalmanner and as comingfrom
the outside.
In the following reflections I do not wish in any way to trivialize or downplay these dangers. Nor shall the simple perception
of those dangers and the characteristic, simple models of warding them off be called into question in a blanket manner and
abstractly criticized. I should like, though, to suggest in the following that those elementary ways of jeopardizing human societies-ways
which justifiably draw so much attention to
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themselves-actually
represent only a comparatively small
spectrum of the factors which lead to the jeopardizing, destruction and extinction of human societies. The simple and impressive concentration on a particular type of danger to which
human _societies are subject-danger
which is primarily physical
and which comesfrom the outside-and on the corresponding defensive measures results in a certain blindness. Namely, that
concentration misses an elementary and complex network of
dangers to which human societies are exposed.
In the following, I shall seek to make clear that this network
of dangers is to be understood as the se1:f1'eopardizing
of human
societies. This self-jeopardizing of human societies is in itself
complex. Our dominant traditions of thought-at
least the
dominant traditions of the West-have
thus far experienced
much greater difficulty in perceiving such self-jeopardizing
than the dangers, depicted in the beginning of the paper, which
could be seen as coming "from the outside." The basic model,
the typology, in which are perceived the dangers which
threaten continued physical existence and which come from the
outside, is admittedly very impressive. Nevertheless, in the first
part of my reflections I should like to show that that model is in
part insufficient and in part veils the real issue. The problem is
that the typology used for the perception both of situations of
jeopardy and of their overcoming does not grasp the extent of
the danger to human societies. That typology is hardly able to
activate the resources currently necessary for reacting to this
danger. In addition, because that typology concentrates on extreme cases to the point of capriciousness, it cannot help but
come too late, and remains chronically helpless.
In the secondpart I shall take up and unfold the conception of
"peace" developed by A. N. Whitehead. I shall demonstrate
that this conception provides an improved perception of the
dangers to which human societies are exposed and to which
they expose themselves. It could therefore permit the developme~t of mo:e demanding and farsighted ways of guarding
agamst confhct.
THE

SELF-JEOPARDIZING

OF HUMAN

SOCIETIES

Naturally, civilization has not been blind to the fact that
human societies are not only endangered from the outside, but
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also jeopardize themselves. Already in the early traditions of
the Old Te~tament, the self-jeopardizing of society is realistically recogmzed and described with regard to the legal syste
The perversion of the law and the use of the law to the det~~
ment of the poor and the weak is recognized as a factor which
lea~s to. society's jeopardizing and destroying itself. With a
logIC wh1c~.we today have difficulty following, early Old Testament trad1t10n~ connect this self-imposed threat to society with
the danger which threatens society "from the outside" in the
form of war, natural disasters, or starvation. I shall come back
to this connection between the danger to which society is exposed and the danger to which it exposes itself. This connection could b<: o~ considerable importance in understanding the
paramount s1gmficance of the conception of justice in the Biblical traditions.
In our day, the fact that human societies jeopardize themselves is all too clear in view of the pollution and destruction of
the physical environment. Of course, even in these instances,
there are attempts to externalize the causes of danger. Thus
w<: k~ow, above all from the mass media, many strategies of
reJectmg demands for reform. We know the posturing phrase
"You too," and the empty claim, "The others are even worse."
We are also familia: with the combination of rejecting demands
as unreasonable with the strategy of buying time: "First the
others have to ... ," or "First the changes must be financed"which of course means nothing other than that for the time being we want to keep on doing as before.
. Yeti~ the mi~st and in spite of these rhetorical public efforts,
~t rema~n.s obv10us that the natural, physical and ecological
Jeopa~dmng .of hu1:1an s.ocieties is also-and with regard to the
gre~t. mdustr~al.nat10.ns 1s even essentially-a form of self-jeopard1zmg. This 1s an important, albeit all too obvious, observa2
tion. It leads, if it is not further unfolded, to amazingly few
consequenc~s. T~ose ':ho wish to avert these self-imposed
danger~ by 1~putmg gmlt and launching moral appeals fail to
recognize this fac~. 1:he moral threat to withdraw respect and
break off co~mu.mcat10~ can be very effective in person-to-pers?n commumcat10n. With regard to the self-jeopardizing of society, however, that venture proves to be problematic even
futile.
'
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tion are illusory. Only in individual, extreme cases might this
f instruments provoke some disquiet and more or less forse t O
h d'
tuitous and incidental changes. On the contra:y, f~r t e ~agnosis and treatment of situations where soCiety Jeopardizes
itself, simple imputations of guilt and the connected °:1oral appeals are inadequate. It is a logical deve~opmd~nt t hf~t m rece~t
years, a communications form has estabh~he 1tse1 m .o~r s~c1eties which goes beyond moral postunng.
In quasi-liturgical
forms of lament (in which accusation and sel~-indictme~t usually
mix), the ways in which society endangers itself are hsted and
more precisely defined: in the ecological realm, for exa.mple,
air and water pollution, destruction of the ozone layer, sml erosion, death of the forests, pillaging of natural energy resources
and fish reserves, etc.
Only, however, when one asks oneself why moral appeals
and ritualized public lament enjoy so little success does a recognition of the more profound forms a?d. of the. extent of the
self-jeopardizing of present human soC1et1es begm to eme~ge.
Consider the not only well-intentioned but also supremely Justified reactions to society's placing itself in ecological jeopardy.
Why do they provoke reactions which are relatively few and diffuse, and whose repercussions are in any event tardy ~nd halting? Why is the so-called public consciousne~s .s? d1ffic~l~ to
influence? Why is it even more difficult to m1t1ate pohtical
processes which work against the chronic dis~ress.? Why ar.e
legal measures which would actually alter ~he s1tuat1on as deCIsively as is required in order to avert self-1mpos~d danger an.cl
destruction even rarer? Why are correspondmg
economic
measures downright improbable?
In his recently published book EcologicalCommunication: Can
Modern SocietyAdapt to Ecologicaljeopardy?, Niklas Luh~ann has
tried to explain the difficulty of calling forth appropriate reactions to ecologicaljeopardy.
He suggests that in modern, functionally differentiated society, the subsystems of economy, law,
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science, politics, religion, and education have formed their own
networks of codes and programs, which are reciprocallystabilized.
These "functional systems cannot substitute for each other.
They can neither replace each other nor even ease each other's
burdens ... Politics cannot assume the place of science, science cannot assume the place of law-and so forth in all relations between systems. The old multifunctional institutions
and morals are thus dissolved. In their place comes that correlation of specific codes to specific systems which distinguishes
modern society from all its predecessors." 3
The possibility of these differentiated functional systems engaging in common action is thus called into question. To be
sure, in specific cases, in precisely coordinated ways, they can
indeed work together by providing impetus for one another:
"On the basis of the results of scientificresearch, by means of a
political decision concerning limitations of legalliability, the construction of atomic energy plants has been made economically
possible." 4 As a rule, though, the possibility is excluded that
they react in toto to the cumulative effects of their working together. That is, they cannot react immediately and concertedly, according to a simple model of action and reaction, to
the dangers for society as a whole arising from their working
together.
Each of them respectively assumes a specifically differentiated function for the whole society. Thus they do not present a
communicationscontinuum, but rather are always simultaneously
engaged in self-preservation. In each of its operations, a societal subsystem constitutes and confirms itself, demarcates itself
either explicitly or implicitly from other subsystems, gives the
lie to the picture of a simple, encompassing communications
continuum.
Common sense, blind to the extent to which modern societies endanger themselves, underestimates this brokenness of
the communications continuum. For example, common sense
makes the assumption-open
or latent-that
in all functional
systems it is, after all, human beings, rational beings, who are at
work. Their joint efforts should be able to work through, to
remove, to withdraw the problems and dangers which they
jointly have caused. Starting with this assumption, common
sense tries to proceed with moral appeals or lamentations
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against the self-jeopardizing of society. What common sense
thus achieves is, in the first instance, an excitation of the public
mood. This excited mood, variously broken by the dams of the
various functional systems, melts into a diffuse mood of general
alarm, which then at best ebbs away in a process of political
communication.
It is with the greatest pessimism that Luhmann reacts to all
notions that conventional moral appeals could give rise to concerted reactions or even concerted actions with regard to the
great ecological dangers of our day. 5 Only in comparatively
few cases does this form of society's alarming itself achieve an
effect which reaches to the legal or economic system. As a reaction to acute or chronic danger, it is much too little, too late.
Luhmann describes this state of affairs as the inability of public moral communication to evoke specificresonancesin the functional systems of society. Public moral reaction to society's
placing itself in jeopardy fails to make contact with the specific
networks of codes and programs of the particular functional
systems and fails also to call forth reactions specific to the respective systems. Instead of evoking some resonance in the
functional systems, public moral reaction mostly generates in
them, as Luhmann puts it, only a disturbing "noise." Even
when public moral reaction succeeds in generating resonance
rather than mere "noise" in a subsystem, that is still a far cry
from guaranteeing a common reaction or even a common
change of orientation on the part of the different functional
systems. For in every one of their operations, the functional
systems are also engaged in self-preservation, and demarcate
themselves one from the other.
Luhmann is convinced that one must continually reckon with
the fact that the interests of self-demarcation and self-preservation of the functional systems take priority over the perception
even of interests which are obviously sensible for the whole society. To take a fictional example, consider a regulation in Germany which would immediately introduce catalytic converters
for automobiles and speed limits on the highways. It would be
a legal regulation, politically prompted and scientificallydemonstrated to be ecologically sensible. However, in the long run it
could lead economicallyto a massive letting go of workers in the
automobile industry, which seeks to offer cars which are as
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cheap and as fast as possible. This could lead to political re~ercussions for the ruling party. It would lose the next el~ct10~.
Faced with that threat-so
the tacit political calculat1on-1t
would be better for the Germans to continue to drive like crazy
on their Autobahns, and let the forests die.
That is, of course, a simplified model. Nevertheles~, it illustrates well that resonances in one subsystem can mfluence
other subsystems in ways which the latter perceive as di~turbances and thus fear and seek to prevent. On many sides,
then, s~ciety obstructs really profound changes of its operative
structures.
Modern functional differentiation, which has let loose a~
enormous dynamic of societal developmen.t, thus .proves t~at it
must not be underestimated as a way m which sooety puts itself
in jeopardy. On the one hand, modern society is no longer
regulated by means of a common metaphysi.cal or m~ral code.
On the other hand, the rules of the mult1perspect1val, concerted reaction of its subsystems are still hidden to it. :hus
there is currently a dearth of possibilities for accur~tely mfluencing or recalling the complex developments to which the society has given rise.
.
. .
Luhmann has taken the institutionalized self-Jeopard1zmg of
society by means of the functional. diffe:ent.iation of its subsystems and subjected it to an analysis which 1s ~h~rp .and free .of
illusion. Yet what prevents society from perce1vmg m all clanty
the briefly characterized conditions? What prevents a clear
•
•
•
;:i
consciousness of the problematic s1tuat10n.
If I am not mistaken, insights such as these are concealed by
an achievement wrought by modern society which has c?me t.o
seem almost as natural to us as the air we breathe. At issue 1s
an achievement which continues to nourish the illusion that we
could, by the direct application of moral enlighten?1ent, ave~t
the self-jeopardizing of society. This achievement 1s t~e public
sphere generated by the mass media: more precisely,the public sphere
which is in part fabricated, in part generatedand molded by the mass
media.
The conception and representation of reality by the mass
media is highly selective. Likewise, the public sphere pr~duced
and assumed by the mass media is a fragm~n~ary, .and m part
fictional, construction. With the lovely, quas1-hturg1cal formula
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of Walter Cronkite, we assume and accept with regard to a set
of themes put together by the mass media that "that's the way
it is, August the 6th, 1988." We further assume that everyone
likewise assumes and accepts this. The fact that we work with
assumptions does not mean, however, that we could simply distance ourselves from the communications form thus given. It
does not mean that we could simply distance ourselves from
that assumption concerning reality and from that public
sphere in favor of a truer representation of reality and a more
realistic, more authentic public sphere. Despite the reputation
and the half-fictional character of mass media communication,
there are most likely no societal communications media today
which do better than the mass media in mediating with each
other objectivity, rapid attainment of plausibility, and power of
integration. And no societal communications medium today is
as sensitized to react quickly and with integrative power to the
physical forms by which society places itself in jeopardy-be
they wars, epidemics, natural disasters, or industrially induced
ecological crises and catastrophes.
Nevertheless, the really transformative effect of mass media
communication is minimal with regard to dangers to which society is exposed and to which society exposes itself. To be
sure, a television report can launch or terminate a person's career. But up to the present it has been too much to ask of mass
media communication to expect it to function as an instrument
of long-term, purposive, structural changes of societal subsystems, or even to guide concerted reactions to, for example,
ecological dangers. Mass media communication draws its life
from the rapid change of themes and the rapid attainment of
plausibility. It selects its contents according to their entertainment value within the framework of a latent liturgy. We are
very far removed from a daily societal analysis which, with its
firm, steady parameters, would be comparable to the weather
report.
Our cultures, though-if not the mass media themselvesaim in principle at the attainment of such parameters. This is
documented by publications such as the "State of the World"
Report, published beginning in 1984. 6 Such publications evaluate widespread mass media information from specific, guiding
points of view: with the "State of the World" Report, the point
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of view is that of "Progress Toward a Sustainable Society." In
the realm of theology I see John Cobb's efforts to develop systems of measurement for the determination of "quality of life"
as important and urgently necessary steps in view of this
development. 7
The "State of the World" Reports do present objectifications
of the self-relation, mediated by the mass media, of large societies such as the USA or even of an assumed world society. Yet
neither these objectifications, nor the best attempts begun by
our ethical, politico-theological thought, have yet made available guiding points of view for mass media communication itself. In my opinion, no means has yet delineated itself for
transforming the mass media's representation of reality and
formation of the public sphere in such a way that a communications continuum would in fact emerge which would allow us to
act in response to the dangers to which society exposes itself.
The task at hand presents itself as a very difficult one, as soon
as one gives note to even the minimal conditions of its execution. The societal self-centering which occurs through the
mass media draws its life from short temporal systems, and
lives with short, observed temporal systems. Only on the basis of
short, controlledtemporalsystemscan thefiction of the unity of a universal public spherebe maintained. Only in the first reactions to catastrophes can a certain unity of the public sphere be assumed.
It is easy to require abstractly that mass media communication's shortness of wind be overcome, that we again construct
broader temporal horizons, etc. Yet we would thus not even
come close to transforming into reality the mass media's fiction
of the unity of a universal public sphere. Rather than transforming the fiction into reality, we would destroy it.
To be sure, there is no question of making our peace with the
mass media's conception of reality, and with the fiction of the
unity of a universal public sphere. We cannot make our peace
with that conception, even if it promises to enable a modest
continuation of our moral and metaphysical attitudes of consciousness. I should not like thereby simply to strike up a lament over the decomposing of "history" by means of the
societal self-centering which occurs through the mass media.
This decomposition is indeed the case. The self-centering
which occurs through the mass media does indeed dissolve at-
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tachments to and cultivation of tradition. It also dissolves a farreaching culture of expectations with complex normative
structures.
What is most lamentable, though, is the lack of effective
power of a public sphere whose integration is "post-historical"
and "post-natural law," a public sphere which lives "from one
day to the next." For neither does the public sphere generated
and molded by the mass media control modern society's differentiation of function and perspective, and overcome the danger connected with this differentiation. The communications
continuum represented by that public sphere is largely illusory.
Nor does the attention span of the mass media correspond to
the real difficulties as they are experienced in the real public
spheres. The assumed reality continuum presents an unrealistic picture.
On the one hand, the consciousness of the actual consequences and of the gradated real reactions is tuned out. Think
only of the short-lived media reactions to the destruction of nature (the Rhine) by European chemical concerns in 1986, with
the not yet foreseeable consequences of that destruction. Or
think of the destruction of future history by actions such as the
bombing of Libya. In both cases it is a question of events, the
burden of whose consequences lies fully outside of the sensitivity of the mass media. On the other hand, mass media communication permanently strengthens and scatters stimulations
which cannot be removed, but also cannot really be taken up
and processed. Mass media communication thus contributes to
continual pollution of the psychic and cultural environments.
Today's society is jeopardizing itself in manifold ways, by
mechanisms which enable society to develop at breakneck
speed and to accommodate itself continually to that development. Society is jeopardizing itself through functional differentiation, and through the self-centering, the conception of
reality, and the formation of the public sphere which come
about through the mass media. Society is jeopardizing itself by
the fact that its own real development, which society itself has
caused, increasingly diverges from the perception and representation of that development. Society is jeopardizing itself by
the disappearance of its ability to react to dangers and catastrophes which rebound massively upon society.
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The fact that human societies endanger themselves by means
of the very achievements which determine the dynamic of society's development, which constitute, so to speak, society's
"strength," is a phenomenon which Whitehead's conception of
"peace" enables us to comprehend, to analyze systematically,
and to examine with an eye to alternatives.
WHITEHEAD'S

CONCEPTION

OF "PEACE"

In the last section of Adventuresof Ideas,8 Whitehead considers
"those essential qualities, whose joint realization in social life
constitutes civilization ... " These are, in his opinion, "Truth,
Beauty, Adventure, Art" (284). Whitehead then seeks to determine the factor in human civilization which prevents the striving after "Truth, Beauty, Adventure, Art," the striving which
characterizes civilization, from becoming "ruthless, hard,
cruel" (284): "We are in a way seeking for the notion of a Harmony of Harmonies, which shall bind together the other four
qualities, so as to exclude from our notion of civilization the
restless egotism with which they have often in fact been pursued. 'Impersonality' is too dead a notion, and 'Tenderness'
too narrow. I choose the term 'Peace' for that Harmony of
Harmonies which calms destructive turbulence and completes
civilization" (285).
The mere introduction of the conception of "peace" in Adventures of Ideas is not yet satisfactory. Whitehead's first step in
describing peace initially seems to allow itself a paradox. On
the one hand, he says that peace is "a broadening of feeling."
On the other hand, he says that the "first effect" of peace is
"the removal of the stress of acquisitive feeling arising from the
soul's preoccupation with itself' (285). Whitehead envisages a
remarkable loss of self on the part of the person or other subject who experiences and shapes peace: peace "results in a
wider sweep of conscious interest. It enlarges the field of attention. Thus Peace is self-control at its widest,-at the width
where the 'self has been lost, and interest has been transferred
to coordinations wider than personality" (285). One can of
course praise that conception as "integration of integration
and disintegration," as "unity of unity and diversity," as "synthesis of the definite and the indefinite" etc. But this still remains on the level of a merely problematic task or a paradox.
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The secondmove seems to be even more discouraging. Whitehead rejects what I would call trivial self-relations, self-sensitivities and trivial self-preservation.
In order to unfold Whitehead's conception of peace, one
must grasp the extent of trivial self-relations. Persons, societies, and cultures are still relating to themselves in a trivial way
when they use "already perfected ideals" to guide their selforientation and self-preservation. Persons and societies which
seek to guide their self-orientation and self-regulation by
means of fixed, already perfected ideals have a trivial relationship to themselves. They do not explicitly take into account
their own changes and the changes of their surroundings.
Whitehead suggests that such cultures become insipid and suffer "a slow paralysis of surprise." (One could supplement
Whitehead's point by saying the same of the corresponding
characters, which become shallow.) "And apart from surprise,
intensity of feeling collapses" (286).
Those cultures, those societies or persons which continue to
use a structure proven in the process of self-preservation and
self-development are subject to the creeping loss of their ability
to let themselves be surprised. They are subject to the creeping loss of their intensity of feeling. The depth and breadth of
their experience shrink; they themselves wither away-albeit on
a high level. Their world becomes smaller, poorer, more
meaningless.
Whitehead's conception of peace stands in opposition to this
atrophy, which lies in optimalized, proven self-continuation. It
thus suggests anything but defensive preservation.
Whitehead's conception of peace suggests the profound danger of
self-jeopardizing
contained in the apparently optimalized
mechanisms of self-preservation.
His conception of peace
stands in opposition to the creeping self-destruction that results from centering upon self, from short-sighted and veiled
forms of egoism, from fixation upon ideals which are no longer
being dynamically developed.
Whitehead also characterizes "peace" as "intuition." This
intuition does not let its temporal and experiential horizons be
dictated by self-centered sensitivity. Its grasp is not limited to
that which immediately concerns me or a society. Nor does it
grasp only that which could concern me or could concern a so-
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ciety, according to all rules of computational projection and to
anticipation relative to one's own identity. The intuition in
question does not confine its measurement of experience and
of that which can be experienced to the degree, calculated in
advance, to which the experience affects the experiencing subject. That in itself would fix a much too narrow conception of
the experiencing subject and a much too narrow world.
Although the fact that we pass away and the world changes
would seem urgently to require such anticipation and determinations, the intuition of peace goes beyond that: "Peace is then
the intuition of permanence." That is: "As soon as high consciousness is reached, the enjoyment of existence is entwined
with pain, frustration, loss, tragedy. Amid the passing of so
much beauty, so much heroism, so much daring, Peace is then
the intuition of permanence" (286).
Again that may sound nice for a society which seems to have
given up perfected ideals; it may sound like a message of hope
for our societies. But on that level Whitehead's contribution
cannot yet be distinguished from the cheap ideologies of permanent openness and permanent change. How can Whitehead
grasp peace as intuition? How can he say that "Peace is then
the intuition of permanence?"
Up to this point, Whitehead's conception of peace is in fact
merely a negative concept, which lives in the measure that the
dangers of centering upon self are rendered plausible. In
terms of content, however, this concept so far points only into
empty space, into vagueness.
The third step that ends the situation of paradox and the impression that the concept only leads into empty space, into
vagueness is taken in Whitehead's description of sacrificial love
which cares for others, as between parents and children or between (marriage) partners. Whitehead characterizes this love
as "the love of self-devotion wherethe potentialitiesof the loved object arefelt passionatelyas a claim that it find itself in a friendly Universe" (289; original no italics).
In this perspective oflove, the identity of the beloved and the
points of view which guide the development of that identity receive only a weak determination. This happens in order not to
work against the process of drawing upon the potentialities of
the beloved in a continually more complete manner, the con-
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tinually more complete concretion of the relative, real world by
the beloved. The beloved should unfold him- or herself beyond one's own fixed conceptions; in the beloved, the "harmony of the world" should realize itself beyond one's own
fixed conceptions. In continually more complete fashion, the
beloved should concretize his or her relative, real world. That
is, this world should concretize itself in the beloved.
In the fourth step, this view of love raises itself to the conception of peace as soon as this open intuition does not come to
rest, does not reach its conclusion, in a determinate, finite concretion, but instead concerns the self-relation and the perfecting of the world. The world can encounter determinate events,
determinate developments, determinate human beings, and determinate societies in a friendly manner. The world can surround them in friendship; it can serve their unfolding.
However, this can be to the weal or the woeof the world. Whitehead's
conception of peace faces the intuition of a friendly relation of
the world to an event (or to groups of events or to a person)
which favors the world's higher development, too. So in the intuition of peace a relation of the world to an event or to a person is grasped that favors the development of that event or
person and through it the higher development of the world.
Thus the intuition of peace envisages conditions and concretions of the world which enter as "an abiding perfection in the
nature of things, a treasure for all ages" (291). The intuition of
peace grasps developments of events, of groups of events, and
of rnnditions of the world which are positive precisely in the
fact that they lead to conditions of the world which favor development in a more complete way than their predecessors.
On the level of this complexity Whitehead's intuition of
peace becomes finally clear: this intuition can be grasped as a
realistic self-relation of a changing self, a relation to the self in
the middle of changing conditions of the world, a relation to
the changing self in interaction with a changing world.
At issue is this self-world relation as a relation of the world to
itself which favors the world's higher development. It is only
with this reflexive relation, which is never directlygraspable, that
that state of affairs is comprehended which Whitehead obscurely also names the "harmonizing of harmonies" (292).
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A sense of the differenceof perfectionsof conditionsof the world
guides the intuition of peace. If this intuition emerges, it contributes to and grasps (and should be able to explain) a higher
development of harmony. (I or we are now conditioned by a
state of affairs and I or we are contributing to a state of affairs
that in such and such respects represents a higher development
than the past state of affairs with which we interacted.) At the
same time, the self-world relation grasped in the intuition of
peace is in definite ways open to higher development, although
it is a concrete improvement.
It is not a question here of a mere preference for one or another ordering of the world. It is not a question of troubled
demands that a particular order win out, be it an order which
largely determines one's own existence, or an alternative to
which one aspires. The intuition of peace finds expression not
in preferences and demands, but in the real carrying out, in the
real formation, of life as it is actually lived. Peace is not a mere
project, but rather a dynamic experience. It is the experience
of having brought and of bringing plural reality to representation of the unity of a world; it is the experience of doing so in
oneself and through oneself. This unity of a world is neither a
mere ideal nor some rigid synthesis. It is the concrete representation, realized in particular contexts of events, of a world
which is, over against its predecessors, more highly developed,
more harmonious, more richly and coherently favorable to life.
At the same time, it is a representation of a world which points
beyond its own relative, already achieved perfection and
beauty, and which in itself comprehends and gives shape to its
own passing away as preparation of still more consummate
conditions of the world.
This conception of peace is not oriented towards defense,
demarcation, and blockading, but suggests a creative process.
This conception of peace does not aim for mere pacification,
for fixation of an achieved condition, but for a dynamic development. This dynamic development is not guided by an abstract, even "highfalutin" ideal, but by the consciousness of
conditions of self and world which are lived, experienced, and
given shape. As I have been trying to show, what is under consideration here is a realistic self-relation, a relation to the self in
the middle of changing conditions of the world.
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The relation ~n q~e~tion is relatively complex, for theprocessof
transcendencewhich lies in the concretionof a relativeworld is connected
to and comp.aredwith both prior and subsequentconditionsof self and
world. Yet it should not be impossible to envisage conditions of
harmony which can be understood as already achieved higher
developments of harmony, and which at the same time allow
themselves to be transcended: which are, in fact, oriented towards being transcended. If one is able to grasp oneself, one's
life world, and o~e's .ti~e in such a process of relative higher
development, which is itself open to being transcended one
can also existentially resonate to Whitehead's concepti~n of
peace: Such a person, though, can also comprehend in a systerr_iatic context, the dangers to which society exposes itself
which we have earlier characterized.
To be sure, human societies are always endangered "from
the outside" by the constitution of their natural and social surroundings. However, as we saw, human societies are also endanger.ed by t?emselves, . by their own perception
and
format10n of thelf surroundmgs. For one thing, this formation
cannot exhaust the complexity of their surroundings, with the
result that societies exist "below level." In addition, as we saw
with the help of Luhmann's diagnoses, functional differentiatio~ can m~ke the formation of society so complex and in need
of mtegration that society acts upon and reacts to its surroundings in a manner characterized by a permanent absence of
peac~. Society thus becomes incapable of clearly comprehendmg not only the damages which it imposes but also its
'
alternatives.
. The next la~ge ~etwork of self-imposed dangers becomes visible when we mqmre after the blueprint of world and self which
guides society's exchange with its surroundings. Here we saw
that th~ mass m:dia' s fiction of the unity of the public sphere
and thei~ s.hort-hved constructions of a world do not yet permit
the I;>ro~isi?n o~ any realistic means of guiding society and of
h~lpi~g m its orientation. They conceal the recognition of the
diffusion of self and world. They continually divert attention
from .the ~ec~gnit~on of this diffusion, and simultaneously make
the diffusion s existence a lasting fact.
.Whoever takes Whitehead's conception of peace seriously
will have to ask where and how, in societies which demonstrate
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this high dynamic and readiness for self-dissolution, identities
and above all future conditions of the world come into view
which preserve the dynamic of development without accentuating the instability, absence of peace, and elusiveness of that development. One could examine, for example, whether the
nationalistic realignments currently delineating themselves and
the forms of national economic egoism could represent such
determinations of self and such conditions of the world. Personally, I have my doubts. However, if one does not want to
forfeit the realism in Whitehead's conception of peace, one
must defer any hidden moral agenda-as difficult as that is-in
carrying out the examination.
This concentration, on the one hand, on a demanding and
complex conceptionof peace and, on the other, on theory-guided
diagnoses of the se{f1'eopardizingof current societiesdoes not exclude religious traditions and their potential for providing
knowledge. Just the opposite. The Biblical traditions described the self-jeopardizing of human societies primarily in
terms of to the decay of their internal justice. They saw the decay of internal justice as being directly correlated with the inability to react adequately to dangers coming from the outside.
Conversely, they connected the strengthening and higher development of internal justice with a process of rendering the
practiceof mercymore sensitive and more routine. By the "practice of mercy" I mean turning to those who are weaker,
strengthening them, connecting them again to the full, common life. The more sensitive and, at the same time, the more
to be expected the practice of mercy is in a society, the stronger
the practice of mercy and the challenges which it poses to the
development of the legal system are, the more perfect is the
internal justice, the greater is the external strength of the society, and the less the society puts itself in jeopardy. I think that
one should examine whether the Biblical conception of
mercy-as an element of God's law-can still provide a standard and a means of orientation today in the overcoming of the
dangers to which societies currently expose themselves, and in
the current search for dynamic conceptions of peace which are
equal to their task. 9
I think that there is much to be said for putting it to the test.
In fact, I think that the Biblical conception of justice dynamized
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by the practice of mercy could represent an important supplement to Whitehead's conception of peace. This conception of
justice dynamized by the practice of mercy could help to remove remnants
of vagueness
and idealism from the
Whiteheadian conception of peace. But that points beyond the
task which we posed ourselves, which was limited to showing
the validity of Whitehead's conception of peace in view of the
problem of the self-jeopardizing of human societies.
This notion of peace can cope with a dynamic of development of human societies, a development that is endangered by
self-dissolution, unrealistic relations to self and environment,
and futile endeavors to regain orientation by turning back to
the concrete self or the current state of affairs or to an abstract
ideal-be it an ideal that worked in the past or a mere promise
for the future. Whitehead's conception of peace offers help,
and a critique of all these endeavors. It is helpful because it
can unfold an intuition which includes all the one-sided endeavors. Even the self-jeopardizing of current societies can be
understood and can be corrected as a highly developed endeavor to reach the level of peace.

Dedicatedto Niklas Luhmann on his sixtieth birthday.
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